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Reductions in Gray Matter Linked to Epigenetic HIV-Associated Accelerated Aging
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Abstract

A growing literature suggests a relationship between HIV-infection and a molecular profile of age acceleration. However, despite the widely known high prevalence of HIV-related brain atrophy and HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder (HAND), epigenetic age acceleration has not been linked to HIV-related changes in structural MRI. We applied morphological MRI methods to study the brain structure of 110 virally suppressed participants with HIV infection and 122 uninfected controls age 22–72. All participants were assessed for cognitive impairment, and blood samples were collected from a subset of 86 participants with HIV and 83 controls to estimate epigenetic age. We examined the group-level interactive effects of HIV and chronological age and then used individual estimations of epigenetic age to understand the relationship between age acceleration and brain structure. Finally, we studied the effects of HAND. HIV-infection was related to gray matter reductions, independent of age. However, using epigenetic age as a biomarker for age acceleration, individual HIV-related age acceleration was associated with reductions in total gray matter. HAND was associated with decreases in thalamic and hippocampal gray matter. In conclusion, despite viral suppression, accentuated gray matter loss is evident with HIV-infection, and greater biological age acceleration specifically relates to such gray matter loss.
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Introduction

Today, HIV infection has largely become a nonlife threatening disease thanks to the efficacy of combined antiretroviral therapies. With patients readily able to achieve viral suppression, HIV is now seen as a chronic disease in the resource-rich countries, with a life expectancy similar to that of uninfected individuals (Samji et al. 2013). However, with aging and long-term chronic disease, age-related comorbidities have become a key concern in people with HIV (PWH; Rasmussen et al. 2015; Wing 2016). Additionally, theories of accelerated aging have emerged due to the increased incidence of age-related comorbidities in PWH compared with uninfected individuals (Pathai et al. 2014). These comorbidities include cardiovascular disease (Martin-Iguacel et al. 2015), liver disease (Joshi et al. 2011), renal disease (Ando et al. 2012), and neurologic diseases such as HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder (HAND; Heaton et al. 2010).

HIV is known to cross the blood brain barrier in the early stages of systemic viremia. Once in the CNS, it can infect astrocytes and cause inflammatory changes that may propagate to neural damage (González-Scarano and Martin-García 2005; Kaul...
et al. 2005). This process has been hypothesized to lead to accelerated aging in the brain, which may ultimately present as cognitive decline in the form of HAND (Caruana et al. 2017). HIV-related accelerated aging may also be linked to gross changes in brain structure (Holt et al. 2012), which some studies suggest reflect those seen in normative aging although amplified (Raz et al. 2005; Taki et al. 2011). Multiple studies have examined how these structural changes are differentially modulated by aging in HIV infection (Cardenas et al. 2009; Chang et al. 2011; Ances et al. 2012; Becker et al. 2012; Pfefferbaum et al. 2012; Towgood et al. 2012), but the overall findings in PWH have been inconsistent, with some studies showing that other health factors such as adipose tissue (Lake et al. 2017) and hypertension (Van Zoest et al. 2018) may also be associated with the atrophy seen in PWH. Additionally, none of these studies have included a biomarker of age acceleration, which could help quantify age acceleration at the individual level, beyond conventional gross measures such as chronological age, and clarify the nature of these changes in local brain structure.

One promising method that has been used to measure HIV-related age acceleration is through the epigenetic clock. This method involves the quantification of specific CpG (cytosine-phosphate guanines) sites from human cells (Hannum et al. 2013; Horvath 2013). These predetermined sites have been identified in genes associated with development and aging, and examining epigenetic methylation at these sites allows for modeling of an individual’s biological age. Age acceleration can then be determined as the difference between an individual’s chronological and biological age. Notably, this metric has shown to be predictive of all-cause mortality in older age (Marioni et al. 2015) and has been utilized in multiple fields. In the context of HIV specifically, accelerated aging has been detected in both blood and brain tissue using the epigenetic clock (Horvath and Levine 2015; Gross et al. 2016), and such HIV-related epigenetic aging has been linked to HAND (Levine et al. 2016). Accelerated epigenetic age has even been found in adolescents with perinatally acquired HIV infection (Horvath et al. 2018). However, it remains unclear how such accelerated epigenetic aging relates to the changes in brain structure seen in HIV.

Herein, we examine the relationship between aging and brain structure in the context of HIV infection. Given that the majority of diagnosed PWH in the United States of America are virally suppressed (Harris et al. 2019), we aimed to study virally suppressed PWH. Briefly, we applied advanced computational methods on high-resolution structural MRIs from a large group of PWH and uninfected controls, sampled evenly from 22- to 72-year old. Additionally, we measured epigenetic age from peripheral blood to determine each participant’s age acceleration/deceleration and then related such aging to our MRI-derived measures of brain structure. We hypothesized that structural MRI metrics would show evidence of accelerated aging in PWH and that these metrics would relate to our independent epigenetic age acceleration estimations. Finally, we studied how these metrics differ in participants with HAND relative to cognitively unimpaired participants, hypothesizing that those with HAND would show larger degrees of atrophy and age acceleration.

**Methods and Materials**

**Participants**

This study examined the same sample as described in a previous magnetoencephalography study (Lew et al. 2020). Briefly, PWH were recruited from the HIV Clinic of the University of Nebraska Medical Center and demographically matched uninfected control participants were recruited from the local community. To optimize the study of aging in HIV, participants were recruited using a decade-classification approach with manual tuning to create an even distribution across age, ranging from 22 to 72 years. All PWH were receiving effective cART and had an undetectable viral load within 3 months of participation in the study, defined as <50 copies/mL. Uninfected controls were specifically recruited to match PWH based on their race/ethnicity, age, and sex. Of note, CD4 metrics were not examined in controls as we did not hypothesize that fluctuations in CD4 would be functionally meaningful in those without HIV. Exclusion criteria included any chronic medical illness affecting CNS function (other than HIV-infection/HAND), any neurological or psychiatric disorder, acute intercurrent illness, pregnancy, history of head trauma, current substance use disorder, and presence of any ferrous metal implant which may interfere with the MRI data acquisition. The Institutional Review Board at the University of Nebraska Medical Center approved this protocol. Each participant provided written informed consent, and all participants completed the same protocol.

Out of the 121 PWH and 133 uninfected controls recruited for this study, 110 PWH (n_{age 22-39} = 32, n_{age 40-59} = 62, n_{age 60-72} = 16) and 122 controls (n_{age 22-39} = 53, n_{age 40-59} = 45, n_{age 60-72} = 24) successfully completed the MRI protocol (Table 1) and had structural T1 MRI data that could be used for processing. All PWH were virally suppressed with a median current CD4 of 702 cells/μL (range: 102–2617) and a median CD4 nadir of 237 cells/μL (range: 3–586). Participant’s body mass index (BMI) did not significantly differ between our HIV (M_{BMI} = 28.62) and control (M_{BMI} = 29.27) groups (P = 0.478) nor did BMI significantly correlate with age (P = 0.756).

Ninety-seven PWH and 87 controls completed a blood draw for epigenetic age estimation. Missing data were due to participants quitting the study, being lost to follow-up, or related issues. Notably, 12 participants who completed the blood draw did not successfully complete the MRI protocol, and three blood samples were inadequate for epigenetic age estimation. Ultimately, this yielded a final sample of 86 PWH and 83 controls who had reliable data from both epigenetic age estimations and structural T1 MRI data. Subsequent MRI analyses included all 232 participants that completed MRI, and analyses examining only epigenetic data included all 181 participants that had completed methylation data. Analyses relating MRI to epigenetics only utilized participants that had data from both methods (n = 169).

**Neuropsychological Testing**

Participants completed a full neuropsychological battery to identify PWH who had HAND as described in Lew et al. (2018). Briefly, this battery assessed multiple functional domains, including executive functioning, attention, speed of processing, fine motor, verbal learning and memory, and language. Composite scores were then used to identify participants with HAND according to the Frascati criteria (Antinori et al. 2007).

**MRI Acquisition**

Structural T1-weighted MRI images were acquired with a Philips Achieva 3 T X-series scanner using an eight-channel head coil and a 3D fast field echo sequence with the following parameters: TR: 8.09 ms; TE: 3.7 ms; field of view: 24 cm; matrix: 256 × 256; slice thickness: 1 mm with no gap; in-plane resolution: 0.9375 × 0.9375 mm; sense factor: 1.5.
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Figure 1. Tissue volumes by HIV status and age. Total gray matter (A), WM (B) and CSF (C) volumes were calculated from T1 MRIs and normalized to TIV. Hierarchical regressions with chronological age were used to determine the relationships between each tissue volume and age, and then the main effect of HIV, and interaction effect of HIV by age were tested. PWH specifically displayed significantly less gray matter volume relative to uninfected controls, independent of age. No interaction effects of HIV by age were found.

Table 1 Participant demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sample with MRI data</th>
<th>Subsample with MRI and epigenetic data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uninfected</td>
<td>PWH (n = 110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronological age (years; mean/SD)</td>
<td>44.56 (16.33)</td>
<td>47.11 (12.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (M/F; n/%)</td>
<td>65/57 (53.3/46.7%)</td>
<td>64/46 (58.2/41.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (Caucasian/African American/Asian/Other: (n/%))</td>
<td>82/33/5/2 (67.2/27.0/4.1/1.6%)</td>
<td>71/34/2/3 (64.5/30.9/1.8/2.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average composite neuropsychological Z-Score (mean/SD)</td>
<td>-0.12 (0.60)</td>
<td>-0.41 (0.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAND (n/%)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>40 (36.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Since HIV Diagnosis (years; mean/SD)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11.1 (7.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 Nadir (median/range)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>237 (3–586)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current CD4 (median/range)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>702 (102–2617)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Structural MRI Morphometry

To study the regional distribution of gray matter, participants’ high-resolution T1-weighted MRI data were processed using the standard voxel-based morphometry (VBM) pipeline in the computational anatomy toolbox (CAT12 v12.6; Gaser and Dahnke 2016) within SPM12. Briefly, MRI data underwent noise reduction using a spatially adaptive nonlocal means denoising filter (Manjón et al. 2010) and a classical Markov Random Field approach (Rajapakse et al. 1997). An affine registration and a local intensity transformation were then applied to the bias corrected images. Finally, preprocessed images were segmented based on an adaptive maximum a posterior technique (Ashburner and Friston 2005) and a partial volume estimation with a simplified mixed model of a maximum of two tissue types (Tohka et al. 2004). Images were normalized to MNI template space, and the resulting VBM images were smoothed using an 8-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

To examine the cortical thickness, we applied additional surface-based morphometry calculations at a resolution of 1 mm³. This utilizes a projection-based thickness approach to estimate cortical thickness and reconstruct the central surface in one step (Dahnke et al. 2013). Briefly, the white matter (WM) distance is estimated, and the local maxima are projected onto other gray matter voxels using a neighboring relationship described by the WM distance. Topological defects are corrected based on spherical harmonics (Yotter, Dahnke, et al. 2011a), and the cortical surface mesh was reparameterized into a common coordinate system via an algorithm that reduces area distortion (Yotter, Thompson, et al. 2011b). Finally, the resulting maps were resampled and smoothed using a 15-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

Total Tissue Volume Statistics with Chronological Age

To examine the relationship between age and calculated total tissue volumes (gray matter, WM, and CSF volumes), each participant’s tissue volumes were first normalized to their total intracranial volume (TIV; tissue volume/TIV). We then utilized hierarchical regressions to examine the best model fit for the relationship between age and tissue volumes across all participants. Polynomial terms were iteratively added to determine the relationship between MRI metrics and age in our sample, testing whether each metric had a linear, quadratic, or cubic relationship with age, before introducing the effect of HIV. That is, we ran regressions of tissue volumes on age, with the first block having just the linear age term, the second block adding age squared to assess for a quadratic relationship, and the third block adding age cubed to assess for a cubic relationship. The significance of
the change in R² was used to determine whether higher order relationships better explained the relationship between age and tissue volumes.

Once this relationship was determined, we then added group (PWH vs. controls) as an independent variable into the models to determine the main effect of HIV. Finally, to determine how the relationship between age and tissue volumes changed with HIV infection, we added the interactive group by age term(s) in a final hierarchical regression block. That is, for a linear relationship, one age by HIV interactive term was added, and for a quadratic relationship, both an age by HIV term and age² by HIV term were entered in one block. The significance of the change in R² was used to determine whether this interactive effect was significant.

MRI Morphometry Statistical Comparisons with Chronological Age
To determine the spatially specific independent and interactive effects of HIV and aging, we then ran ANCOVA models on the VBM volume maps and the cortical thickness surface maps. These statistical models were estimated using SPM12 and the CAT12 toolbox. HIV status was entered as a categorical factor, and chronological age was used as a covariate of interest, along with the interaction between HIV-status and age. In the VBM model, TIV was also used as a nuisance covariate, and an absolute threshold mask of 0.1 was used. Finally, to correct for multiple comparisons, an FDR threshold of 0.05 and a k threshold of 200 were used in both models.

Epigenetic Aging and Calculation of Age Acceleration
Whole-blood samples were collected as closely as possible to their MRI scan date, and this time difference was used as a covariate of no interest in all analyses involving the two different types of measures. All of the methylation metrics, including the Horvath and Hannum models of DNAm age, were computed on the entire data set. The DNA sample collection, methylation analysis, and epigenetic age estimation followed the pipeline established in earlier work (Gross et al. 2016).

Briefly, DNA was purified from whole-blood samples using BD Vacutainer EDTA collection tubes and DNeasy blood and tissue extraction kits (Qiagen). Methylation analysis was performed using Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChip Kits (Illumina). Following hybridization, BeadChips were scanned using the Illumina HiScan System. All data were processed through the Minfi R processing pipeline (Ayre et al. 2014). Methylome data were downloaded from Hannum (Hannum et al. 2013) and EPIC (GEO: GSE40279 and GSE51032; Riboli et al. 2002), and we processed these data together along with those from the current study. Beta values were extracted and quantile normalized using Minfi; cell counts were estimated using estimate Cell Composition and resulting normalized beta values were adjusted for cell types (Houseman et al. 2012; Gross et al. 2016). All data were then normalized using a modified BMIQ procedure provided by Horvath (Horvath 2013). The gold standard was set to the median beta observed in the Hannum study (Hannum et al. 2013).

To compute epigenetic age, the “consensus model” of methylation age was used, which combines both the Horvath (Horvath 2013) and Hannum (Hannum et al. 2013) methods of prediction and has been previously found to provide more predictive capacity than either model in isolation (Gross et al. 2016). Upon calculating each participant’s epigenetic age, we then subtracted each participant’s consensus predicted biological age from their chronological age to obtain a measure of age disparity. This metric represents the participant-specific age acceleration/deceleration of biological age relative to chronological age.

Relationships between Brain Structure and Biologically Determined Age Acceleration
To relate structural MRI metrics to molecularly derived age, we utilized HIV infection, relative age acceleration, and their interaction as independent variables in ANCOVAs examining their effect on structural MRI measurements. This analysis only used data from participants that had both complete MRI and methylation data. We first ran ANCOVAs with total brain tissue volumes (gray matter, WM, and CSF) as dependent variables, examining the main effects of HIV and relative age acceleration, and the interaction between the two. We then examined whether there were region-specific effects of relative age acceleration on brain structure by using the same ANCOVA model on our VBM and cortical thickness maps. We again probed for the main effects of HIV, relative age acceleration, and their interaction, and as before, an FDR threshold of 0.05 and a k threshold of 200 were used to correct for multiple comparisons.

Analysis of HAND
To determine the impact of HAND, we performed post hoc analyses repeating our statistical comparisons after splitting the PWH group by HAND. Specifically, we performed pairwise comparisons between uninfected controls, unimpaired PWH, and participants with HAND. These comparisons were performed for the total brain tissue data, cortical thickness, and VBM maps, and for the relationships between epigenetic age acceleration and total tissue volumes.

Results

Independent Effects of HIV and Aging in Gray Matter Volume
To determine the best model fit, we first ran hierarchical regressions of MRI volume on age, iteratively adding polynomial terms and assessing the significance of the change in R square. All volume data were normalized to each participant’s TIV. The linear regression of gray matter volume on age was significant (F(1,230) = 240.02; P < 0.001), and adding the age squared quadratic term did not show a significant improvement in model fit (F(1,229) = 0.04; P = 0.849). The regression of WM volume on age showed a significant linear effect (F(1,230) = 25.73; P < 0.001), as well as a significant improvement with the addition of the quadratic term (F(1,229) = 32.44; P < 0.001). Adding age cubed did not significantly improve the model (F(1,228) = 0.72; P = 0.397). Similarly, the regression of CSF volume on age showed a significant linear effect (F(1,230) = 152.95; P < 0.001), a significant improvement with the age squared quadratic term (F(1,229) = 11.98; P < 0.001), and no significant improvement with the cubed term (F(1,228) = 1.70; P = 0.193). Therefore, gray matter volume showed a linear trend with age, and WM and CSF volumes showed a quadratic trend with age.

Next, using each tissue’s respective model from the previous analysis, we assessed the main effect of HIV. This showed a main effect of HIV in gray matter volume (F(1,229) = 10.31;
the independent and interactive effects of HIV and age were estimated. PWH displayed widespread reduced cortical thickness in comparison to controls, independent of age (Fig. 2). The independent effect of age showed an expected pattern of reduction in cortical thickness with age (22–72 years, A). No HIV by age interaction was found. Color bars display P-values scaled by – log(P), and corrected with a 0.05 FDR and k = 200 threshold.

Table 2 Total tissue volume statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>HIV</th>
<th>HIV × Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gray matter</td>
<td>linear: $F(1,230) = 240.02; P &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$F(1,229) = 10.31; P = 0.002$</td>
<td>$F(1,228) = 0.11; P = 0.737$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>quadratic: $F(1,229) = 32.44; P &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$F(1,228) = 2.14; P = 0.145$</td>
<td>$F(2,226) = 2.71; P = 0.069$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF</td>
<td>quadratic: $F(1,229) = 11.98; P = 0.001$</td>
<td>$F(1,228) = 8.13; P = 0.005$</td>
<td>$F(2,226) = 2.08; P = 0.127$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCOVA</td>
<td>Age acceleration</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>HIV × Age acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray matter</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 7.59; P = 0.007$</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 11.47; P = 0.001$</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 4.18; P = 0.043$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 0.05; P = 0.831$</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 2.79; P = 0.097$</td>
<td>$F(1,165) &lt; 0.01; P = 0.961$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 3.84; P = 0.052$</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 10.04; P = 0.002$</td>
<td>$F(1,165) = 1.63; P = 0.204$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Statistical parametric maps of cortical thickness on HIV and aging. Surface-based morphometry was used to estimate cortical thickness from T1 MRIs, and the independent and interactive effects of HIV and age were estimated. PWH displayed widespread reduced cortical thickness in comparison to controls, independent of age (A). The model also showed an expected pattern of reduction in cortical thickness with age (22–72 years, B). No HIV by age interaction was found. Color bars display P-values scaled by – log(P), and corrected with a 0.05 FDR and k = 200 threshold.

Independent Effects of HIV and Aging in VBM

Voxel-based morphometry maps were used to test for the independent effects of HIV and age, as well as the interaction between the two. As expected, the independent effect of age showed widespread cortical and subcortical reductions in gray matter with increasing age (Fig. 3A). The independent effect of HIV showed a collection of subcortical and cortical significant clusters that survived multiple comparisons correction, including the cingulate cortex, bilateral thalamus, and hippocampus (Fig. 3B).

HIV-Specific Relationship between Gray Matter Volume and Accelerated Aging

Epigenetic age was calculated per participant, and each participant’s relative age acceleration was determined by subtracting consensus predicted epigenetic age from their age at blood draw. Examining group differences in epigenetic age acceleration alone, we conducted an independent samples Mann–Whitney U test, due to the presence of several outliers (>3 standard deviations (SDs) from the group mean). A two tailed Mann–Whitney U test showed a nonsignificant, but trending, difference between uninfected controls and PWH ($U = 4757; P = 0.056$). This comparison utilized all participants that had epigenetic data, irrespective of whether they had MRI data.

ANOVA examining the relationship between normalized total gray matter volume and relative age acceleration by P = 0.002) and CSF ($F(1,228) = 8.13; P = 0.005$), with no significant effect in WM volume ($F(1,228) = 2.14; P = 0.145$). Finally, we added the interactive term(s) of group by age (and group by age squared for WM and CSF) in one block and examined the significance in R squared change. There was no significant interactive effect for gray matter volume ($F(1,228) = 0.11; P = 0.737$), nor CSF ($F(2,226) = 2.08; P = 0.127$); however, there was a trending interactive effect for WM volume ($F(2,226) = 2.71; P = 0.069$; Fig. 1). These statistics are summarized in Table 2.

In summary, only total gray matter showed a main effect of HIV, and the trajectory of the linear decrease in gray matter volume with age did not significantly differ from controls.

Independent Effects of HIV and Aging in Cortical Thickness

Cortical thickness surface maps were used to test the independent effects of HIV and aging, as well as the HIV by age interaction. After multiple comparisons correction, significant widespread reductions in cortical thickness were found to be associated with HIV infection, independent of age (Fig. 2A). The main effect of age showed an expected reduction in cortical thickness with increasing age across the cortical mantle (Fig. 2B). No significant clusters displaying an HIV by age interaction survived multiple comparisons correction.
HIV status revealed significant main effects of HIV and age acceleration on total gray matter volume such that both greater molecular age acceleration ($F(1,165) = 7.59; P = 0.007, \eta^2 = 0.044$) and HIV infection ($F(1,165) = 11.47; P = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.065$) were independently related to reductions in total gray matter volume. Additionally, there was a significant HIV by age acceleration interaction such that PWH showed a stronger relationship between reduced gray matter and relative age acceleration when compared with controls ($F(1,165) = 4.18; P = 0.043, \eta^2 = 0.025$). This effect remained significant after covarying for BMI ($F(1,164) = 4.25; P = 0.041$). To probe this interaction, we then performed simple effects testing on controls and PWH separately. This showed that the relationship between age acceleration and total gray matter volume was significant in PWH ($r(84) = −0.346; P = 0.003$) and nonsignificant in controls ($r(81) = −0.057; P = 0.611$). Ultimately, this shows that specifically for PWH, the greater biological age acceleration a participant displayed, the smaller their total gray matter volume (Fig. 4).

ANCOVAs examining the relationship between WM and CSF volumes with relative age acceleration by HIV status both failed to show a significant main effect of relative age acceleration and failed to show an interactive HIV by relative age acceleration effect. As in earlier models examining chronological age, the main effect of HIV on CSF volume did remain significant ($F(1,165) = 10.04; P = 0.002, \eta^2 = 0.057$) and the main effect of HIV on WM volume remained nonsignificant. These results are summarized in Table 2.

In regard to local effects, statistical parametric mapping of both VBM and cortical thickness maps examining HIV, relative age acceleration, and their interaction failed to display any region-specific main effect of relative age acceleration, nor an interactive effect of HIV by relative age acceleration after correcting for multiple comparisons. The main effects of HIV still remained and had similar topographies to previous models using chronological age (Figs 2 and 3).

In summary, only total gray matter volume showed a relationship with epigenetic age acceleration, such that greater age acceleration was associated with smaller gray matter volume, specifically in PWH. Whole brain statistics indicated that this pattern did not appear to be localized to a specific region.

### Pairwise Comparisons by HAND Status

Post hoc analyses were executed to identify whether effects were driven by participants with HAND. Total brain volume split by HAND showed that both participants with HAND and unimpaired PWH had significantly less total gray matter volume in comparison to controls (HAND: $F(1,159) = 9.57; P = 0.002$; Unimpaired PWH: $F(1,189) = 6.84; P = 0.010$). Similarly, both participants with HAND and unimpaired PWH also had significantly greater total CSF volume in comparison to controls (HAND: $F(1,158) = 9.54; P = 0.002$; Unimpaired PWH: $F(1,188) = 5.50; P = 0.020$). However, neither HIV group showed significant differences from controls in total WM volume (HAND: $F(1,158) = 3.35; P = 0.069$; Unimpaired PWH: $F(1,188) = 1.10; P = 0.296$). When comparing participants with HAND to unimpaired PWH, no significant differences were found in total gray matter ($F(1,107) = 0.61; P = 0.436$), WM ($F(1,106) = 0.81; P = 0.369$), or CSF volume ($F(1,106) = 0.93; P = 0.336$). Finally, the age-by-group interactive term remained nonsignificant for all group comparisons in all tissue types (all $P > 0.05$).

After splitting the PWH by HAND status, whole-brain cortical thickness ANCOVAs also showed no significant differences between unimpaired PWH and participants with HAND.

---

![Figure 3](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cercor/bhab045/6206851) Statistical parametric maps of VBM on HIV and aging. VBM was computed from $T_1$ MRIs, and the independent and interactive effects of HIV and age were tested. (A) VBM maps showed widespread reductions in gray matter with increasing age. (B) PWH displayed significant reductions in gray matter in comparison to controls across a collection of brain regions, including the cingulate cortex, bilateral thalamus, and hippocampus independent of age. No HIV by age interaction was found. Color bars display $P$-values scaled by $-\log(P)$, and corrected with a 0.05 FDR and $k = 200$ threshold.
Comparing controls to the two PWH groups separately (controls vs. unimpaired HIV, and controls vs. HAND) showed similar significant differences to the original model (Fig. 5A,B). Notably, the control versus HAND comparison showed less significant clusters, which may be a reflection of decreased power due to the smaller number of HAND participants. To further investigate this, we calculated the effect size \( r \) for each of these comparisons (Fig. 5C,D). This showed that the effect sizes of both comparisons were of similar pattern and magnitude, confirming that the differences in significance were likely due to power differences.

Whole-brain VBM ANCOVAs also showed no significant differences between unimpaired PWH and participants with HAND. However, when comparing controls to the two PWH groups separately, the controls versus HAND comparison had predominantly more regions displaying significantly reduced gray matter compared with the controls versus unimpaired HIV comparison, particularly in the bilateral thalamus and bilateral hippocampus (Fig. 6A,B). Unlike the cortical thickness pairwise comparisons, this is despite the decreased power in the HAND versus control contrast relative to the unimpaired HIV versus control contrast. Further investigating the effect sizes of these comparisons shows that the control versus HAND comparison had relatively large effect sizes in the bilateral thalamus and bilateral hippocampus, while the control versus unimpaired PWH comparison had relatively small effect sizes in these regions.

When examining relative age acceleration split by HAND, there were no significant pairwise effects (\( P’s > 0.05 \)). Examining the interaction between HIV status and relative age acceleration on gray matter volume broken up by group revealed a significant HIV by relative age acceleration interaction when using the unimpaired HIV group only (\( F(1,131) = 5.42; P = 0.021 \)). However, when using the HAND group only, there is no significant interaction (\( F(1,113) = 1.19; P = 0.277 \)). Thus, the interaction in our main model does not appear to be by participants with HAND.

In summary, participants with HAND appeared to drive gray matter differences in the thalamus and hippocampus but did not appear to drive the broad relationship between HIV and reduced total gray matter, nor the relationship between age acceleration and reduced gray matter.

CD4 Nadir

Finally, we performed a post hoc analysis on PWH examining potential effects of CD4 nadir. Total gray matter volume did significantly correlate with CD4 nadir (\( r(107) = 0.20, P = 0.038 \)); however, this relationship was not significant after accounting for age (\( t(106) = 0.87, P = 0.386 \)). Neither total WM, total CSF, nor epigenetic age acceleration was found to significantly correlate with CD4 nadir (all \( P > 0.05 \)).

Discussion

This study used morphometric analyses of structural MRIs and epigenetic biomarkers of accelerated aging to study the differential impact of aging on brain structure in a large sample of PWH. We found independent effects of HIV and aging on total gray matter volume, and widespread reductions in cortical thickness and local gray matter content as identified by voxel based morphometry. Furthermore, when using the epigenetic clock to calculate relative age acceleration, we found that reduced total gray matter volume is related to increased age acceleration. This relationship was specific to the HIV group, suggesting that HIV infection is the process that underlies this relationship. Finally,
Figure 5. Pairwise comparisons by HAND status on cortical thickness. (A) When comparing only unimpaired PWH to uninfected controls, widespread areas showed reductions of cortical thickness related to HIV above and beyond age. (B) When comparing participants with HAND to uninfected controls, fewer regions showed significant reductions in cortical thickness after correction, potentially due to a reduction in statistical power. (C and D) To circumvent power concerns, we computed the effect sizes of each comparison, which revealed a relatively similar pattern and magnitude for the control versus unimpaired PWH (C) and control versus HAND (D) comparisons. No significant clusters were found comparing unimpaired HIV participants to participants with HAND. Color bars display $P$-values scaled by $-\log(P)$, and corrected with a 0.05 FDR and $k=200$ threshold. Color bars for the bottom panel display effect size ($r$-values).

When taking cognitive status into account, we identified HAND-related gray matter reductions in the thalamus and hippocampus and find that our earlier relationships with epigenetic age did not appear to be driven by those with HAND.

When examining total tissue volumes, gray matter decreased linearly throughout adulthood, WM volume appeared to peak at middle age, and CSF volume sharply increased in older adulthood. These relationships have been established in previous literature (Ge et al. 2002; Taki et al. 2011), which provides an important foundation for our subsequent comparisons. We then found that PWH had reduced total gray matter volume irrespective of age. This finding is consistent with a long list of studies (Paul et al. 2002; Thurnher and Judith Donovan Post 2008; Cole et al. 2018), including a recent meta-analysis (O’Connor et al. 2018), and may be reflective of neuronal loss due to HIV (Ghafouri et al. 2006), although other health factors may also be at play (Becker et al. 2012; Lake et al. 2017; Van Zoest et al. 2018). Our study adds to this literature, specifically with a virally suppressed sample spanning almost the full extent of adulthood, and extends previous findings by relating such gray matter loss to epigenetic aging. Interestingly, the gray matter loss identified in our sample did not appear to be driven by participants with HAND. We suspect that this may be due to the small number of HAND participants, particularly the predominant number of HAND participants with asymptomatic neurocognitive impairment (the mildest form). Indeed, recent studies have suggested that HAND prevalence may be overestimated (Su et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2019), and our lack of findings with HAND may be reflective of this. On the other hand, these data clearly show that gray matter reductions are present in PWH, even without clear signs of cognitive impairment. Such atrophy may be directly related to HIV infection or may also be associated with health factors not controlled for in this study.

Our surface-based morphometry results showed a widespread main effect of HIV in cortical thickness above and beyond age. Given the amount of cortex displaying this reduction in cortical thickness, our data suggest that HIV-related reductions in cortical thickness do not follow a specific regional pattern but rather affect the cortical mantle relatively globally. In comparison, our main effect of age also showed a global reduction in cortical thickness but also displayed an especially strong effect in the frontal cortex, which has been shown in previous studies of normative aging (Lemaitre et al. 2012). Examining the effect of HAND showed similar effect sizes for the control versus unimpaired and control versus HAND comparisons, suggesting that our HIV-related reductions in cortical thickness were also not driven by participants with HAND. Therefore, expanding upon our total gray matter findings, this may indicate that cortical thinning can occur without HIV-related cognitive impairment.

Similarly, our voxel-based morphometry results also showed a collection of regions with reduced gray matter related to HIV infection above and beyond age. Notably however, there was a particularly strong difference in the cingulate cortex,
Figure 6. Pairwise comparisons by HAND status on VBM maps. (A) The control versus unimpaired HIV comparison had relatively few clusters showing significant group differences above and beyond the effect of age. (B) By comparison, the control versus HAND comparison revealed many significant clusters independent of age, most notably in the bilateral thalamus, and bilateral hippocampus, despite the reduced power of this contrast. (C and D) Examining the effect sizes of each pairwise comparison revealed that these regions had a relatively large effect size in the control versus HAND comparison (D), and a small effect size in the control versus unimpaired HIV comparison (C). No significant clusters survived multiple comparisons correction when comparing unimpaired HIV participants to participants with HAND. Color bars for the top panel display P-values scaled by \(-\log(P)\), and corrected with a 0.05 FDR and \(k=200\) threshold. Color bars for the bottom panel display effect size (r-values).

bilateral thalamus, and bilateral hippocampus. Upon probing the effect of HAND, significant differences in the thalamus and hippocampus were not present and had low effect sizes in the control versus unimpaired HIV comparison but were present with relatively large effect sizes in the control versus HAND comparison, despite reduced power in the HAND comparison. Therefore, we believe that these HIV-related reductions in gray matter are driven by those with cognitive impairment. This is a particularly interesting finding given other studies examining the relationship between cognitive status and brain structure in PWH (Patel et al. 2002; Ances and Hammoud 2014; Sanford et al. 2019). Specifically, a recent longitudinal study found that thalamus volume is decreased in PWH specifically during the period of time before patients begin cART therapy (Sanford, Ances, et al. 2018a). Therefore, thalamic volume may be affected during primary HIV infection, and the degree to which may be an indicator of future cognitive impairment. Furthermore, the specificity of both thalamus and hippocampal volume decreases relating to cognitive impairment has been seen in a previous study examining PWH and alcohol use disorder (Fama et al. 2014). Relating brain regions from a whole brain parcellation to neuropsychological performance, they found that volumes of both the thalamus and the hippocampus were each unique independent predictors of explicit memory scores. Our findings therefore replicate and extend this finding in a sample of cognitively impaired PWH without alcohol use disorder.

In all of these measures (total gray matter volume, cortical thickness, and VBM), we did not find any HIV by age interactions. This implies that, while HIV-related reductions in gray matter reflect age-related changes, the trajectory of these changes with increasing age does not differ in PWH and ultimately do not appear to be progressively worsening with age in PWH with viral suppression. This is in agreement with recent longitudinal studies showing decreased gray matter volume in PWH.
at baseline in comparison to uninfected controls, but with a relatively normal trajectory of change in brain structure over the 2 year follow-up (Cole et al. 2018; Sanford, Fellows, et al. 2018b).

When combining the epigenetic data with measures of brain structure, we identified an HIV by age acceleration interaction, such that, specifically for PWH, the greater biological age acceleration a participant displayed, the smaller their total gray matter volume. The lack of such an association between relative age acceleration and gray matter volume in uninfected participants further points toward HIV infection being the underlying link between age acceleration and gray matter reductions. We therefore propose that gray matter changes related to HIV are indeed associated with age acceleration at a molecular level. This is important because epigenetic aging is a peripheral biomarker used to quantify individual-specific levels of age acceleration, beyond their chronological age. Importantly, DNA methylation age of brain tissue has been shown to be highly concordant with that of peripheral blood (Horvath et al. 2012; Horvath 2013). Brain-related age acceleration had largely been studied using only chronological age, and biological age acceleration has been showed to be associated with age-related mortality (Marioni et al. 2015). Therefore, our study not only illuminates the nature of HIV-related brain atrophy but also further validates epigenetic accelerated aging as a relevant biomarker in HIV. Mechanistically, this relationship may also suggest that epigenetic change could be a primary pathway by which gray matter atrophy occurs and/or persists in PWH. That is, viral reservoirs in the CNS and throughout the body may lead to inflammation, cellular damage, and ultimately epigenetic change that reflects accelerated aging, and this may drive brain atrophy related to HIV. However, further study is needed to examine such causality. With regard to HAND, this relationship persisted even in those without HAND. Impairment may therefore be more closely related to atrophy in specific regions or may be more tied to neural function rather than structure more broadly.

While these findings replicate previous gray matter and epigenetic changes that occur with HIV infection, the link between these two metrics is highly novel and needs to be replicated in other large-cohort studies of HIV. Furthermore, this study’s limitations include the fact that PWH were specifically recruited because they had well-managed HIV-infection. That is, all PWH were receiving effective combination antiretroviral medications, had undetectable plasma levels of HIV, and had no other substantial neurologic/psychiatric comorbidities including substance use disorders. Therefore, these data may not generalize well to a broader population of PWH that may have a variety of other complications. On the other hand, we did not examine common health comorbidities such as obesity, hypertension, or diabetes, nor did this study assess the effects of socioeconomic factors or health habits. Further study is needed to examine the impact of these common other health factors on our findings.

In conclusion, our study found broad decreases in gray matter volumes and cortical thickness, independently related to HIV and aging. Biomarkers of epigenetic age acceleration revealed that PWH with increased age acceleration had an associated decrease in gray matter volume, and this relationship was not seen in uninfected controls. We also identified age-independent HAND-related reductions in gray matter, specifically in the thalamus and hippocampus. These findings ultimately link molecular epigenetic age acceleration to large-scale aberrations in brain structure in PWH, which provides additional evidence supporting the epigenetic clock as a relevant biomarker for HIV-related age acceleration, and may also begin to reveal the underlying mechanisms of accelerated aging in the HIV-infected brain.
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